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Abstract— Pedestrian detection is a significant concept in 

thefieldof computer science which contains key applications in 

fields of human life such as advanced robotics, surveillance and 

intelligent vehicles. Video and object tracking is also an 

important field in computer science. The paper explains an image 

analysis system and model of anomaly detection which is based on 

deep learning 

ofpedestrianswhichareCCTVcapturedimages.Videoandobject 

tracking is also an important field in computer science. The paper 

explains an image analysis system and model of anomaly detection 

which is based on deep learning of pedestrians which are CCTV 

captured images. If face of person is being recorded in one of the 

other footage of CCTV, the person’s identity would be secured. It 

is both detection and searching from bulk storage which is stored 

is done which would be useful for preventing accidents or coping 

up prior by manpower cost reduction and a response which is fast 

will be established. Convolution neural networks like MobileNet 

and SSD (Single shot detector) which is used to detect and classify 

the persons from pedestrian from other objects. The classification 

whether a person is repeated or not is done and also taking into 

account the number of repeated persons and new persons isdone. 

 
Keywords— advanced robotics; pedestrian detection; Object 

detection; surveillance; intelligence vehicle 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Pedestrian detection is gaining a major interest in the last 

decades. Machines should have the capacity for detecting, 

tracking, acknowledging pedestrians in a sufficient way so that 

interactions will be done in an easy way. Many researches are 

being done in the computer science field and results will differ 

from each year in ways of approaching and to get performance 

whichisgood.Amplenumberofresearchescanbeseenonthis 

work. Reasonable number of studies can be seen in the field of 

pedestrian detection since this can be applied for major number 

of applications. Some examples of application are robotics, 

traffic safety and some special applicationneeds. 

The rise in interest in the field of pedestrian detection is 

 
because of the CCTV cameras for video which are of high 

quality and necessity of video analysis which is automated. To 

recognizeactionsofhumaninenvironmentsofrealworld,there are 

many applications like knowing attributes of customer, 

hospitals, handling. There found a literature which is rich that 

obeys the conventional paradigm which involves hand-crafted 

featureextractiontodetectpedestriansinaparticularsceneand 

classification of these images using classifiers. Hand-crafted 

features ability is limited for adapting to object appearance 

variations which are complicated, time variant and non-linear. 

To gain recognition which is accurate, the challenges need to 

beaddressedareappearancechangeslikeshape,scaleandpose, 

background which are cluttered, viewpoint variations. 

Pedestrianswhichareappearingsimilar,illuminationvariations 

and Movements of pedestrians which are unpredictable. 

However, trackers of state of art inscribe challenges which are 

specificandtrackersabilityofgeneralizationarenotsatisfiable. 

Pedestrian re-identification is remaining an openchallenge. 

Object tracking of videos is one of the popular missions in the 

field of computer vision like HCI, visual surveillance etc. The 

most algorithms which are available will be able to do tracking 

in a controlled environment, in few cases, the problem of non- 

linearity is not considered. Tracking can be defined as object 

trajectory creation in a plane of image and collect label thatare 

assigned by tracker to the objects which are tracked in frames 

of video which are different. The fundamental aspects of 

pedestrian tracking which are equivalent to object trackingare 

1) Pedestrian detection in frame of video 2) Detectiontracking 

3) Track analysis for pedestrian purpose. For perfect tracking, 

we need to select features which are suitable that plays a major 

role which are associated. Consequently, establishingdetection 

correspondence task is done. This had done in past by making 

use of models of deterministic and also models of probabilistic 

motion and models of deterministic and tracking models of 

kernel whichare appearance based. Along with these, methods 

of online-adaption are proposed whichadapt 
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detectorsfor handling appearance variations of objects which 

are tracked in time. Training and online updating of detectors 

are done while tracking. However, these needs instanceswhich 

arelargeinnumberforlearningwhicharenotavailablealways. 

There is a major improvement in classification of image 

category and recognition which is done by deep CNN tracking 

with different classes of images which are million in number. 

The CNNS are of method of machine learning which exploits 

information of local spatial in image and hierarchy is learned 

which are of complex features increasing in number. Thus 

automating feature construction process. CNNs are not 

sensitive to some inputvariations. 

For automating feature extraction process in CCTV images, 

deep convolutional neural networks are being used. The 

features which are extracted will be served as a basis which is 

strong for tasks of object recognition which are of variety. The 

approachismatchingthefeatureswhichareextractedinframes 

which are subsequent and detections which are of individuals. 

Hence, establishing a detection correspondence through 

multiple frames is done. The framework which is developed 

will be able to address threats like illumination changes. 

However, the challenges which will remain to get address are 

same persons in same frame and occlusions which is total. The 

framework has ability for generation of detection and to track 

results at the rate of frame of 4 persecond. 

 
 

II. LITERATURESURVEY 

GaryR.Bradski[11]proposedasystemusingperceptualuser 

interface. An object tracking algorithm is developed which 

tracks human faces. Computer vision algorithms which are 

user interface partthatis perceptual must be fast and efficient. 

Theycouldbeenoughskilledforrealtimetracking.Thepaper 

discussesmeanshiftalgorithm.Inthefirststep,deploymentof 

histogram methods are done which gives detection of 

pedestrian of object in a video scene. After all, object 

probability distribution might varies and also leads to changes 

which are dynamic in time. Here, mean shift algorithm is 

modified to adopt to dynamic changes. The modified 

algorithm is called CAMSHIFT-continually adaptive mean 

shift algorithm. CAMSHIFT is a good object tracker which is 

perceptual user interface part. It handles some tracking 

challenges of computer vision such as irregular object motion, 

noise in image, occlusions anddistractors. 

Shai Silberstein Dan Levi [13] implemented a system of 

pedestrian detection which is video based. A vision based for 

cameras of rear-view is described in the paper which is stable 

for upright pose and partial occlusions. Rear view lenscamera 

is used for detection, the camera which is single automotive 

and fish eyed. Accelerated feature synthesis is used in the 

system which is a detection method that is multi part along 

performance that is state of art. Besides this, annotation and 

also dataset collection which is video extension for that 

application that is particular which contains pedestrians with a 

large number of conditions in the environment. Different 

poses, occlusions shows the benefit. A video basis evaluation 

measurewillbedonecomparingaccuracygainthatisdetected is 

done. The system proves better performance in pedestrian 

detection. 

Md.ZahidulIslam[12]developedasystemofobjecttracking 

system which is video based by making use of particle 

filtering.Videobasedobjecttrackingwillbeusedinstreamof 

image that is non-stationary, time variant. Real time object 

tracking and object detection which is robust are the main 

issues in computer vision field. The algorithms which are 

existing are able to track in a predefined controlled 

environment.Thesystemtakesinformationaboutshape,color 

thatisbasedonnon-linearityanddistancetransformation.The 

problems of non-linearity estimation and problem of non- 

Gaussianparticlefilteringwillgivegoodresults.Here,various 

difficulties of video based tracking arediscussed. 

Madhu Mehta [18] proposed a real time object tracking 

system by using a static camera that grabs video frames and 

tracking of object will be done. The system explains about 

absolute frame subtraction to implement an object tracking 

systemthatisautomatedandhistogrammatching.Afterobject 

detection tracking using kalman filter techniques that is 

discrete. Histogram matching algorithm is useful for 

identifying an object when it is appearing in a viewing range 

of camera. Absolute frame subtraction will give better results 

forlowqualityvideos.Suchtrackingsystemswouldbehelpful in 

applications of surveillance and cost effective ones. The 

method first analysis appearance of the object then does the 

objectextraction.Tofindthecentroidoftheobjectandkalman 

filter tracking will be done by doing labelling, smoothening, 

extracting, considering absolute difference. The system saves 

processing steps andtime. 

Chia-Chen Li, Pei-Chen Wu [19] developed a system which 

gives framework detection of pedestrian which is on the 

concept of machine learning and heuristics statistics. Initially 

an image of ROI will be set. Then, template matching will be 

done that is to detect candidate pedestrian by using a set of 

template image and present frame edge of image and the 

difference image between previous and current frames. In the 

furthersteps,Histogramanalysiswillbedonethatwillbeused for 

candidate pedestrian filtration. Finally, HOG along with 

LIBSVM are applied to verify candidate pedestrians. The 

result shows that technique could be visualized in real time. 

The system is of three major steps. Firstly, ROI preprocessing 

which captures only person‘s part in the whole image which 

decreases computation amount. Then template matching is 

performed which is followed by HOG which is a feature 

descriptor is done. Finally, experimental results arediscussed. 
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Jae KyuPark [16] develops an image analysis systembased 

on the concept of deep learning for detecting pedestrian in 

CCTV. The study suggests that if somebody‘s face is not 

recognizedcorrectlyinCCTVthatpersonwouldbetracedand 

found in data of image in other CCTV that is performed by 

making use of color intensity classification method of cloth 

color or will be body features If face is captured in one of the 

CCTV than the identification of person would be secured. 

Searching and detecting a person from bulk storage is 

performed. Deep learning gives greater accuracy, speed for 

tracking, detecting pedestrian. SVM and RNN are used for 

person detection. Finally, Verifying and experimental results 

arediscussed. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Feature extraction is a reduction process of dimensions where 

rawvariablesinitialsetwillgetsreducestomanageablefeatures 

which are used for processing. When the data of input which is 

given to algorithm is vast to gets processed and it is redundant 

than it will be transformed to a feature set which is reduced. 

Determining an initial feature subset is called as feature 

selection. The features which are selected will have the 

information which is relevant from the data ofinput. 

MobileNets for mobile and embedded vision applications. 

Mobile Nets are based on a streamlined architecture that uses 

depth wise separable convolutions to build light weight deep 
neural networks. Mobilenets are for mobile vision applications 

and for embedded application. 

MobileNets rely on architecture which is streamlined whichuse 

depthwise separable convolutions which are for building light 

weight networks of deep neural. The model of MobileNet is on 

depthwise separable convolutions which are form of factorized 

convolutions that factorizes a standard convolutions to a 

depthwise and convolution of 1*1 called point wise convolution. 

For every input channel, a single filter is applied in case of 

MobileNets.Thena1*1convolutionisappliedbyconvolutionof 

pointwise that is going to concatenate the output of depthwise 

convolution. 

A Standard convolution is used for filtering and also combining 

inputs to a new output set. The convolution of depth wise split 

that into 2 layers. One is layer for filter and other is to combine. 

This process of factorizing drastically reduces model size and 

computation. An input of 1*1 DF*DF*M feature map F is taken 

by standard convolution layer which produces an output of 

DF*DF*N of feature map G here, DF will be spatial width and 

also height of a feature map which is of square type. Where 

number of output channels is given by N. The parameterization 

of standard convolution layer is done by kernel size of 

convolution DK*DK*M*N, where DK will be the kernel‘s 

spatial dimension and the number of input channel is represented 

by M. Number of output channel will be N which are previously 

defined. The feature map of output which is for standard 

convolution which assumes stride which is one and computing 

padding is done. Computational cost of standard convolution is 

DK.DK.M.N.DF.DF. The computational cost relies on ‗M‘ 

number of input channels and output channels of ‗N‘ number of 

the size of kernel Dk*Dk and the size of feature map DF*DF. 

The models of Mobilenet address all of the terms andinteraction 

between them. Initially, depthwise convolution networks are 

performedwhichbreakstheinteractionbetweensizeofthekernel and 

the number of output channels. The operation of standard 

convolution gives the effect in feature filtering which will be 

relying on convolution kernels and to combine features to 

produce a representation which is new. The steps of combining 

and filtering will be split into steps of two through the use of 

convolution which is factorized named as depthwise separable 

convolutions for reducing of computational costsubstantially. 

SSD-singleshotmultipledetectorisafamousalgorithmindeep 

learning for object detection. It is faster than R-CNN generally. 

This architecture name comes from ‗single shot‘ which means 

object localization task and classification will be done in a 

network‘s single forward pass. Multiboxis the technique name 

for regression of bounding box. Detector means the network 

which is a detector of object which classifies these detected 

objects. 

ThearchitectureofSSDestablishesontheVGG-16architecture 

whichisvulnerable,butdoesnottakesthefullyconnectedlayers. 

Multibox is a method for bounding box coordinate proposals 

which are fast, class-agnostic. The loss function of multibox is 

the combination of confidence loss and location loss. Confident 

loss measures how much the network is confident of objectness 

ofboundaryboxwhichiscomputed.Locationloss measureshow 

muchfaristhepredictedboundingboxesofthenetworkfromthe 

bounding boxes of ground-truth. Loss expression measures how 

much far is the prediction islanded. 

Multibox = confident _loss + alpha * location_loss 

Alpha term helps to balance the given of the location loss. In 

multibox, priors are present which are the bounding boxes of 

fixed size and are precomputed. Priors are selected such that 

intersection over union ratio will be greater than 0.5. 

In the figure, SSD will match object with different aspects of 

default boxes. A default box with IOU 0.5 or greater than that 

with ground truth box will be taken as match. Two 8*8 boxes 

matcheswiththecat,one4*4boxmatcheswiththedog.SSDwill have 

total six feature maps, each will be responsible for different 

objectscale. 
 

 
Fig 1: SSD framework 
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KNN- k –nearest neighbor is a method which is non-parametric 

which is used for regression and classification purposes. In both 

of the cases, Input will have the training examples which are K- 

closest in feature spaces. The output depends on the method 

whether it is regression or classification. 

Advantages of the proposed system are the system gives high 

computationalspeedandhighaccuracy.Pedestriandetectionwith 

frequency of pedestrian is done. Application of Mobilenet and 

SSD has higher frames persecond. 

 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

The system is implemented in python language. Python is a 
high level, general-purpose, interpreted programming language. It 

gives constructs that allows clear programming in both large and 

small scales. Python has features like dynamic, modular, 

interpreted, interactive, object-oriented, portable, extensible in c 

and c++., provides extensive library support, improved 

productivity for programmers. 

 
 

Fig 2: Proposed System 

The system proposed consists of three stages: Preprocessing, 

Modelbuildingandrepeatclassification.TheinputCCTVdatais 

passed for feature extraction where converting each frame in the 

video to an array of RGB values is done. MobileNet is used to 

detect a person in the given frame. SSD is used to identify the 

coordinatesofthepersoninthegivenframe. KNNisusedwhere, out 

of the identified person from the video calculate the distance 

between each person. Repeat classifier is used where, if the 

distance between the person images is zero for 25% of the 

capturedareathepersonisconsideredasrepeatotherwiseasnew. The 

process starts with data gathering part. Initially different images 

need to be collected. A dataset is downloaded such that it 

contains same persons in multiple cameras. Each image in the 

video will be considered as frame. Feature extraction is done 

where convert each frame in the video to array with RGB values. 

Eachandeveryframeisconcatenatedtoformavideo.Oncevideo if 

formed, need to load the MobileNetSSD model which is a 

pretrained model consists of model weights. It helps to detect all 

objects present in video like background, chair, fanetc. 

Firstly, grabtheframefromthevideoonebyoneandresizeitto have 
a minimum width of 400 pixels. Reducing video quality 
helpstorunvideofaster. Afterresizingpasstheblobtothemodel 

loaded. The model variable will give the detections and detected 

objects in a video. MobileNet model plays the role here. Extract 

the confidence (i.e., probability) associated with the prediction, 

filter out weak detections by ensuring the `confidence` is greater 

than the minimum confidence, extract the index of the classlabel 

from the `detections`, then compute the (x, y)-coordinates of the 

bounding box for the object.. If accuracy is 20%, then the person 

who is detected will be considered and starting point and ending 

point coordinates of box are taken and a rectangle based on 

coordinates will be created using SSD. Than the persons will be 

shown in thevideo. 
 

 

Fig 3: Output of Single Video 

For iterating through multiple videos, the process starts with 

getting all the filenames from the dictionary. A dictionary is 

createdwhichcapturesalltheoutputframesinthevideo.Andone more 

variable will be created which stores the true or false value 

whetherapersonisdetectedornot.Now,goingthroughallvideos one 

by one will be done. If there is a video present, then 60% of the 

image portion will be captured. A dummy frame will be created 

which creates a copy of the frame. Then pass all the frames to 

the imagedet function, It will return entire person with the box 

and the cropped image of the person. Than iterating through all 

the frames will be done. If there is no detection than no length 

value. To know whether a person is repeated or new, centroid 

between the persons is calculated. If the value is greater than 

40%, the person is new or else the person is considered as 

repeated. First if the detection is present than simply append 

whatever files present in the video at the beginning. Once 

calculating of centroid between the existing person and the 

detected person is done. If the value is greater than 40%, tag that 

person as new. Else, the person is repeated. Consider any frame 

which shows the proper persons position, appropriate 

background, and color. In the system proposed, the 19thframe of 

the person is considered roughly and then update the frame by 

present is done or else update thecentroid. 
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Fig 4: Output for Multiple Videos 

 
Fig 5: Persons in Video 1 

Fig 6: Persons in Video 2 

 

Now, to show all persons present in videos. Firstly, a frame 

with person detected will be stored in a function. If it is a single 

video than store it in a variable, if it is multiple videos than a list 

will be created. Formatting of video is done by equally dividing 

thenumberofvideosstoringit inavariableandthenconcatenate all 

the videos store it in other variable and then display the video. 

Finally, using repeat classifier the repeated and new persons will 

be shown with the count respectively. For this, Minimum 

dimension is calculated and then the distance between them is 

calculated. If pixel value is same for 15% of the data than the 

person is considered as same or else new person. As a final 

output, all the repeated persons with the count and all the new 

persons with the count is shown. 
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Fig 7: Final output of repeated and new persons with count. 

V. FUTUREENHANCEMENTS 

A system of greater computational speed can be proposed. A 

system where multiple persons present in a video can be tracedand 

detectedfurther. 

 
VI. CONCLUSION 

The system proposes image analysis system based on deep 

learning of pedestrians in a video. The system goes through 

preprocessing stage, model building stage and repeat 

classification. Data gathering and Feature extraction is donein 

preprocessing stage. MobileNet model and SSD are applied in 

Model building stage. Finally, Repeat classifier classifies 

whether a person is repeated or new. As a final output, a 

window displaying all the repeated and new persons is shown 

with thecount. 
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